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Notes for contributors
Typescripts should be submitted online by following the instructions at http://journals.cambridge.org/
pmu. Paper typescripts are no longer required. Typescripts should be double spaced with margins of at
least 1 ’’. Notes, bibliographies, appendixes and displayed quotations must also be double spaced. The
editors can only consider contributions written in English. Authors should not submit multiple or further
articles if a decision is pending on an article already submitted. Articles should not normally exceed 10,000
words but shorter papers are welcome. A cover page should be submitted with the article, containing the
author’s name and postal address, telephone number, fax number and email address. An abstract between
100 and 150 words must be submitted which gives an informative and precise account of the paper. Papers
will not be accepted for publication without an abstract. 

Tables, graphs, diagrams, music examples, illustrations and the abstract must be included in one document
with the article and should not be submitted as separate files. Table headings should be typed above the
table in the form ‘Table 1. The musical categories ’. Other captions should be typed double spaced in the same
style on separate sheets. Tables, Figures (which include photographs) and music examples should each be
consecutively numbered through the article and their approximate positions in the text noted in the margin
of the typescript. Figures and music examples should, if possible, be supplied in a form suitable for direct
reproduction. Photographs must be well contrasted black and white glossy prints, ideally measuring 
8’’× 6’’. Cross-references in the text to figures, etc. should be in the form ‘(see Example 1) ’, etc. MP3 sound
files may be submitted to accompany a paper on the online version.

Permissions. Contributors are responsible for obtaining permission to reproduce any material in which
they do not hold copyright and for ensuring that the appropriate acknowledgments are included in their
typescript. Authors of articles published in the journal assign copyright to Cambridge University Press
(with certain rights reserved) and will receive a copyright assignment form for signature on acceptance of
the paper.

Headings. The article title and subheadings should be typed using initial capitals only for the first word
and any proper names.

Notes should be kept to a minimum and numbered consecutively through the text with raised numbers
outside punctuation. Type the notes on separate sheets at the end of the article.

Bibliographical references. References must be arranged alphabetically under author(s) name(s) and then
in chronological order if several papers by the same author are cited. Surname should precede author’s
initials: in respect of co-authors, the initials should precede surname. The full title of the paper must be
given together with first and last page numbers. Book titles should follow the new style noting that the
publisher as well as place of publication is now required.
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Discography. Contributors are encouraged to provide a Discography when appropriate. Use the style:
Joan Baez, ‘Song title’, Recently. Gold Castle Records. 171 004–1. 1987

Quotations. Use single quotation marks except for quotations within quotations which should have double.
Quotations of more than c. forty words should be indented and typed double spaced without quotation
marks. Type the source on the last line at the right-hand margin.
Proof correction. Contributors receive proofs for correction on the understanding that they can provide a
suitable mailing address and undertake to return the proofs within three days of receipt. Corrections should
be restricted to typesetter's errors, and any other amendments marked will be made at the discretion of the
editors and publishers.
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nongovernmental, not-for-profit organization established to promote the responsible management of the
world’s forests. Please see www.fsc.org for information.
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